
How to Subscribe to LEXZUR
Objectives:

Subscribe to LEXZUR (choose products/plans/modules..)

Steps:

Subscribing to LEXZUR is a straightforward process designed to meet your specific needs seamlessly.

To begin, visit our website ( ) and navigate to the 'Pricing' section.https://www.lexzur.com/

There, you will find the options for our Core and Contra products. Under each product, you can explore various plans, each tailored to different 
requirements and preferences. Choose between Cloud or On-Server hosting and opt for either annual or monthly payment options. 

LEXZUR values your satisfaction, which is why we offer a 14-day free trial period. Take advantage of this trial to explore the software and its capabilities.

Fill out the necessary information to sign up to your LEXZUR Account:

https://www.lexzur.com/


To subscribe and continue using LEXZUR beyond the trial period, simply choose to subscribe now.

Choose your Products and Plans: you will find a range of subscription plans available for both products Core and Contra.

Review the features and pricing details of each plan to determine the best fit for your needs.



Once you have decided on the subscription plan that suits you, the next step is  Plan Detailsthe  page, where you can add extra modules or add-ons based  
on your business needs. Also, you can specify the number of licenses needed for each product.

Modules and Addons may include Client Portal, Advisor Portal, Outlook Connect, Gmail Connect, and Teams Connect.

To complete the subscription, you will need to provide your payment details on the last page and checkout.



Once your subscription is confirmed, you can start enjoying the full benefits and features of LEXZUR. From matter management to document automation, 
contract management, and more, you'll have access to a comprehensive suite of tools to streamline your legal operations.

For more information about LEXZUR, kindly reach out to us at help@lexzur.com.

Thank you!

mailto:help@app4legal.com.
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